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1. INTRODUCTION 
1 
Several people asked me about a possible group theoretic interpretation for the last part of DE 
BRANGES proof of the Bieberbach conjecture [3], i.e. for the part where the special functions enter and 
the ASKEY-GASPER [l] inequality is applied. A partial answer was given in ASKEY & GASPER [2, § 2]. 
They reduce the question of the positivity of the hypergeometric functions 
3F2(n-r,r+n+2,n+~;2n+l,n+;;s- 1 ), s;;;a:l, n,rt:Z, l~n~r, (1.1) 
to proving that for each n, r the expansion 
n+I - r ++n Cr-n(X)- ~l=na1C1-n (x) (1.2) 
holds with nonnegative coefficients ak. Here C~(x) is a Gegenbauer polynomial. This nonnegativity 
follows without computation by observing that (1.2) can be inteq>reted as restricting a ( zonal) spher-
ical function on the sphere s2il +J =S0(2n +4) I S0(2n + 3) to s2n +1 and then expanding it in terms 
of the spherical functions on S2n +1 . Since the zonal positive definite functions on a sphere are pre-
cisely the functions having spherical function expansions with nonnegative coeffincients and restric-
tions of positive definite functions on a sphere to a lower dimensional sphere are again positive 
definite, the nonnegativity of the ak's f~llows. If next, in (1.2) , x is replaced by 1-(1-x)s-1 and 
both sides are multiplied by (l-x2)n-T and integrated with Fespect to x from -1to1 then, at the 
left, the 3F 2 in (1.1) appears while, at each term at the right, a 3F 2 arises which, by Clausen's iden-
tity, can be written as 
n+-1.. -1.. 
const. (C1-n2 ((1-s- 1) 2 ))2 (1.3) 
with positive constant. 
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Two elements remain unsatisfactory about this Askey-Gasper approach. First, DE BRANGES [4] and 
KOORNWINDER [8] show that (1.2) is not really needed for all n but only for n = 1, so it is a matter of 
restriction of spherical functions on S 5 to S 4 • However, this reduction is performed by a trick which 
needs deeper explanation. Second, one would like to have a better understanding why 3F 2 functions 
arise which can be written as squares. ~ 
In the present paper I will explain both things. The key observation is that general solutions of de 
Branges' system of differential equations are obtained as Fourier-sine coefficients of functions of argu-
ment transformed under the action of a one-parameter semigroup. This can be rewritten in group 
theoretic form, where rotation groups S0(6),S0(5),S0(4),S0(3) are involved and then an extension of 
the positive definiteness argument we mentioned yields the result. I conclude the paper with a simi-
lar, but not group theoretic characterization of the solutions of de Branges' more general system of 
differential equations in [4]. 
It"is tempting to extend the group theoretic interpretation presented here to the earlier parts of the 
proof of the Bieberbach conjecture. For instance, do univalent analytic functions on the disk concep-
tually live on a low dimensional sphere and can Loewner's differential equation be interpreted in 
group language? However, if anything is possible in this spirit then it must be tied up with the loga-
rithmic case. It follows from [4] that v1h powers of univalent functions are connected with "spherical 
functions" on "spheres" of fractional dimension 2v +4, the case v =O being the logarithmic case. 
Many mathematicians have checked de Branges' proof of the Bieberbach conjecture, but did not 
have the courage to do the (not too tedious) computations leading to the Askey-Gasper inequality for 
themselves. The proof presented here may serve as a less computational and more conceptual alterna-
tive. The remaining computations only involve trigonometric identities. 
For convenience of the reader without knowledge about positive definite and spherical functions on 
compact groups, section 3 is inserted with the relevant material. 
2. AN INTEGRAL TRANSFORM YIELDING THE GENERAL SOLUTION OF DE BRANGES' SYSTEM OF DIFFEREN-
TIAL EQUATIONS. 
In [3] DE BRANGES considered the system of differential equations 
(2.1) 
Call a solution {on} admissible if o1 is not identically zero, on is identically zero for n sufficiently large 
and o'n(t):os;;;;O for all t;;;i:l, n =1,2,. .. · In [3, THEOREM 2] DE BRANGES states that any admissible solu-
tion of (2.1) yields a Milin type inequality for the logarithmic power series coefficients of a univalent 
analytic function on the unit disk which sends 0 to 0. The Milin inequality itself follows by showing 
that the unique solution of (2.1) with initial values 
on(l)=max(r + 1-n, 0), n = 1,2,... (2.2) 
is adinissible. For this solution we have that -sn +Io'n(s) equals a positive factor times expression 
(1.1), cf. [3, proof of Theorem 3], but this will not be needed here. By (2.2) and (2.1): 
{
n,n=r,r-2,r-4, ... , 
- o' nO) = 0, otherwise · (2.3) 
Note that, if {on} is a solution of (2.1) 
tt-+On(st)(s ;;.1) and ti-+to' n(t). 
then other solutions are given by the functions 
THEOREM 2.1. Let PeC1([-l,l]) and define functions on==on[P] (n=l,2,. .. ) on [l,oo) by 
., 
On(t) : = 2'1T- l t - If P(l - t- 1 + r 1 coslJ)sin(nlJ)sinlJdlJ. 
0 
Then the functions on solve (2.1) with initial values 
(2.4) 
3 
on(l)=2'17'-I {' P(cosO)sin(nO)sinOdO. (2.5) 
PROOF. Let on(t) be defined by (2.4). Straightforward integration by parts yields 
on(t)+n -I to'n(t)-on +1(t)+(n + 1)-1o'n +1(t) = 2'11'-I t- 1 (" P(l -r1 +t-1cos8) 
. Jo . ~ 
·[ n ~ 1 sin(nO)sinO+ ! ;(J (sin(nO)(l -cosO)) 
- : :~ sin(n + l)OsinO+ n ~ 1 (la(J (sin(n + 1)8(1-cosO))]dO. 
It follows from elementary trigonometric identities that the expression in square brackets vanishes. 
0 
Observe that 
(on[P])(st) = (on[P3 ])(t), where Ps(x) := s- 1 P(l-s- 1 +s-1x),s;;;a.I 
and 
. d 
-t(on[P])'(t) = (on[Q])(t), where Q(x): = dx ((x - l)P(x)). (2.6) 
If a solution {on} of (2.1) is identically zero for n large then, by (2.5), on=on£P] with P given by 
the terminating series 
_ 00 sin(nO) P(cosO) - ~n=lon(l) sin(J , (2.7) 
while, in view of (2.6), -to'n(t)=(on[Q])(t) with Q given by the terminating series 
Obviously 
sin(n(J) 
Q(cosO) = ~:= 1 (-o'n(l)) siD.O · 
. _ sin(nO) 
Un-1(cos0) .- . (J 
Sill 
defines a polynomial Un - I of degree n - 1 which satisfies the orthogonality relations 
2 /I 2 + 
- Uk(x)U1(x)(l -x ) dx = 8k 1 
'11' -I ' 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind). So (2.7) (or (2.8)) is terminating iff P (or Q) is a polyno-
mial. If Q is a polynomial then, by (2.6), it determines a unique polynomial P given by 
I 
P(x) = (l-x)- 1 fx Q(y)tly, (2.11) 
and (2.8) will be valid with on: =on[P]. We can now conclude: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Formula (2.8) establishes a 1 -1 correspondence between admissible solutions {on} of 
(2.1) and nonzero polynomials Q such that (on[Q])(t);;;i:O for all 1;;;:.1,n = 1,2, .. : 
If {on} is the solution of (2.1) determined by (2.2) then (2.3) apd (2.8) yield 
c+<r-1)) . 
Q( cosO) = ~ (r _ 2k) sm(r .-2k )8 
k =O smO 
(2.12) 
[+(r-1)) 
~ Ur-1-2k(cosO)Ur-1-2k(l). 
k=O 
4 
Hence Q is a polynomial of degree r-l,Q(-x)=(-1y-1Q(x) and, by (2.10) and (2.12), we have 
for any polynomial p of degree <.r 
I I J Q(x)p(x)(l-x2)2 dx=p(l)orO 
-I 
according to whether Q and p have the same or opposite parity, respectively. It follows that Q is an 
orthojonal polynomial of degree r-1 on the interval (-1, 1) with respect to the weight function 
(1 - x )312 , normalized by 
[..!..(r-1)) 
2 I 
Q(l)= ~ (r-2k)2 =6r(r + l)(r +2). (2.13) 
k=O 
Generally, Gegenbauer polynomials C~ are ortho&onal polynomials of degree n on the interval 
;\.--
(-1, 1) with respect to the weight function (1-x 2) 2 , normalized by 
CA(l)= (2A)n, (2.14) 
.n n! 
where (a)k:=a(a + 1) ···(a +k-1). Hence Q given by (2.12) equals 
Q(x)=C~-1 (x) 
and 
_ 1 · _ sin(n8) Un-1(cos8)-Cn-1(cos8)- . fJ • Stn 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
So, avoiding the expression (1.1), we have to verify that (an(Q])(t);;:;;i:O for all t;;:;;i:l,n =1,2, ... with Q 
given by (2.15). 
3. GROUP THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES 
Let U be a compact topological group with closed subgroup K such that for each irreducible uni-
tary representation .,, of Uthe representation space X('TT) cc:>ntains an at most one-dimensional sub-
space of K-fixed vectors. Then the pair (U,K) is called a (compact) Gelfand pair. If X('TT) contains a 
K-fixed vector e of unit norm then the function 
q,(_u): =('TT(u)e,e),ue U, (3.1) 
is called the spherical function on U with respect to K associated with 'IT. Let du denote Haar measure 
on U such that fudu=l and let L 2(U):=L2(U;du). By Schur's lemma, distinct spherical functions 
are mutually orthogonal elements of L 2( U). 
Call a function on U U-finite if it is a finite linear combination of functions ul-+('1T(u)e 1,e2), where.,, 
is an irreducible unitary representation of U and e 1,e2 eX( 'TT). If V is a closed subgroup of U then the 
restriction of a U-finite function to Vis V-finite. The U-finite K-biinvariant functions f on U are pre-
cisely the finite linear combinations of spherical functions 4>a : 
f(u)= ~ (ll4>all2)-2ca4>a(u),ueU. (3.2) 
Then 
finite 
ea= ff(u)4>a(u)du 
u 
A continuous function f on U is called positive definite on U if 
£[!<ui 1u 1)dµ.(,u1)dµ{u2);;:;;i:O 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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for all complex Borel measures p. on U. Oearly, the restriction of a positive definite function on U to 
a closed subgroup Vis positive definite on V. If the spherical function q, is given by (3.1) and 
{ei. ... ,en} is an orthonormal basis of X('IT) then 
n 
q,(u21u1)= ~ ('IT(u 1)e,ej)('IT(u2)e,ej),u1 ,u2 EU. 
j=l 
(3.5) 
It follows that spherical functions are positive definite and also functions of the form (3.2) with all 
c 8 ;;a.o. Conversely, if f is a positive definite function on U and q, a spherical function then 
ff(u)q,(u)du= //(u21u1)$(u21u1)du1 
u u 
(for all u2 EU)= J ff(ui 1u1)$(ui1u1)du1du2 
uu 
n 
=·~ J ff(ui 1u1)('11(u1)e,ej)('IT(u2)e,ej)du1du2;;a.O. 
j=Iuu 
It follows in particular that f of the form (3.2) is positive definite iff all c8 ;;a.o. 
We need a few facts about spherical functions on the sphere sN-I = SO(N) / SO(N -1), which 
can be obtained from the theory of spherical harmonics, cf. for instance MOU.ER [9]. Let U: =SO(N), 
the group of real orthogonal N X N matrices of derterminant 1, with subgroups 
K := [~ SO(;-i)l 
and 
A:= {aa= [=: :~O ~ ] }· 
0 0 lN-2 
Suppose N;;a.3. Then (U,K) is a Gelfand pair, there is the Cartan decomposition U=KAK, where uEU 
determines unique 8E[0,'1T] such that uEKa8K, and, for /EC(U / / K) (continuous K-biinvariant on 
U): 
f(; N) w 
ff (u)du= 1 1 1 ff(aa)(sin8f- 2d8. 
u f(2)f(2N-2) o 
(3.6) 
The spherical functions q, on U with respect to K are completely determined by their restrictions to A 
and are there given by 
...!..N-1 ...!..N-1 
«aa)=c; (cos8) / c; (I), (3.7) 
...!..N-l 
where n =O, 1, ... and c; denotes a Gegenbauer polynomial. 
4. PROOF OF THE POSITIVITY RESULT 
In this section we make silent use of the group theoretic conventions and results summarized in § 4. 
Let U:=S0(5) with subgroups 
K ;= [~ S;(4)]' M := [1; S;(3)]' 
A:= {a,=[~ -::O J,] }· 
6 
1 0 0 0 
0 coslJ -sinlJ 0 
B:= bo= 0 sinlJ coslJ 0 
0 0 0 Ii 
and let 1/Jn(n = 1,2, ... ) be the spherical functions on K with respect to M such that 
- 1 II\ 1 (I - sin(nlJ) . 1/Jn(bo)-Cn-1(COSv1/Cn-l )- . IJ nsm (4.1) 
Let peC(U / / K) and put 
P(cosQ): =p(ao). (4.2) 
Then, for each TJ, the function ki-+p(a.,,ka;; 1) is M- biinvariant on K, since A and M commute. Hence, 
by (3.6),( 4.1),(4.2): 
J p (a.,,ka;; 1 )1/ln(k )dk 
K 
'IT 
=2'11'-1n-1 J p(a.,,b9a;; 1 )sin(nQ)sinlJdlJ 
0 
'IT 
=2'11'-l n-1 J P(cos211+sin211coslJ)sin(nQ)sinlJdlJ. 
0 
Compare with (2.4). Then it follows that 
(on[P])(sin-211)=nsin2TJ  p(a.,,ka;; 1 )1/ln(k)dk. (4.3) 
K 
For each TJ,(a.,,Ka;; 1,M) is a Gelfand pair with spherical functions a.,,ka;; 1 i-+1/Jn(k). Let P be a poly-
nomial ( or, equivalently, p a U- finite function in C(U / / K). Then, by (4.3), (on[P])(t);;:a.O for all 
n,t iff p restricted to any subgroup a.,,Ka;; 1 is positive definite. 
By§ 2, for settling the Milin conjecture, we have to verify that (onlQD(t);;:a.O for all n,t , with Q 
given by (2.15). The corresponding qeC(U / / K) is given by 
(4.4) 
We recognize the C~- 1 as a spherical function x,. on S0(6) with respect to S0(5) (up to a positive 
factor). Let G: = S0(6), U embedded as a subgroup of G by 
U: = [S~(5) ~ l 
and let 
V: = [~ S;(5)l 
Then x,.(v 1 a9v2)=C~- 1 (coslJ),v1>v 2 eV. Since VnU=K, it follows that Xrlu=q, so q restricted to 
a.,,Ka.,,-1 , which equals x,. restricted to a.,,Ka.,,-1 , is positive defini~ for each TJ, since x,. as I\ spherical 
function is positive definite. Hence (on[Q])(t);;:a.O for all n,t and our promises are fulfilled. 
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5. THE SUM OF SQUARES 
In DE BRANGES [4] and KOORNWINDER [8] it was pointed out that (1.3) multiplied by s -n also 
yields a solution of (2.1), while AsKEY & GASPER [l], [2] wrote (1.1) as a sum of expressions (1.3). 
These things also fit nicely into our picture of § 4. 
Replace P,p in (4.2) and (4.3) by Q,q. In view of Prop. 2.2 and (4.3), any U-fini~ non-zero 
qEC(U / / K.) which is positive definite on all subgroups a.,,Ka; 1 yields an admissible solution {an} 
of (2.1) and conversely. In particular, if q is positive definite on U then it is positive definite on all 
subgroups a.,, Ka; 1 (but not conversely) , and the positive definite U-finite q on U are of the form 
q= ~ a1cf>1,a1;;;.0, 
finite 
where cf>i is the spherical function on U with respect to K given by 
3 3 
'Mau): =CT-1 (cosfl) I cT-1(1),1=1,2, ... · 
Write «1>1(cosfl)·: =cf>1(a9). Then, by (4.3): 
(an[«I>1])(sin-211)=nsin211Jcf>1(a11ka;1 )l/ln(k)dk. 
K 
It follows from (7, § 3.3] that 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
fMa.,,, ka;; 1 )l/ln(k)dk =cp?(a.,,, )cf>?(a.,,,), (5.4) 
K 
where cf>7 is an associated spherical function. Hence combination of (5.2) and (5.3) gives 
(an[«I>1])(sin-211)=nsin211Icf>?(a.,,)1 2. (5.5) 
This shows once more that (an[«I>1])(1);a.O. 
For q of the form (5.1): 
(an[Q ])(sin- 211)=nsin211~a1Icf>?(a.,,)I2. (5.6) 
I 
In particular, if q is given by (4.4), then q, as the restriction of the positive definite spherical function 
x,, is positive definite on U, so a1;a.O in (5.1). Then (5.6) is the Askey-Gasper expansion of (1.1) in 
terms of (1.3). 
The relationship between I cf>7(a.,,) 12 and (1.3) can be seen more explicitly by rewriting (5.3) as 
3 
(an[«I>1])(sin-211)=2w-1(CT-1 (1))- 1sin211 (5.7) 
., 3 
·JC T- 1 ( cos211 + sin211coslJ)C ! - I ( cos8)sin2 8d8. 
0 
We recognize the right hand side of (5.7) as an integrated form of the addition formula for Gegen-
bauer polynomials [5, 10.9(3 4), watch for the misprint 2m which should be 22m) and obtain 
n+...!.. 
cf>?(a.,,)=const.(sin11f- 1C1-n2 (coS'll)· (5.8) 
6. A MORE GENERAL SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND ITS SOLUTIONS 
In (4) DE BRANGES considers the system of differential equations 
C1n(t)+n- 1ta'n(t)= (6.1) 
_ (211+n)(211+n + 1) _ -1 _ _.!. 
- n(n+l) (an+1(t) (2v+n+l) ta'n+ 1(t)),t;a.l,n-l,2, ... ,P> 2 . 
8 
For 11=0 it reduces to (2.1). Call a solution "n admissible if a1 is not identically zero, "n is identically 
zero for n sufficiently large and d / dt(t- 2v an(t))~O for all t ;;a. l,n = 1,2, ... · In (4, Theorem 2] DE 
BRANGES states that any admissible solution of (6.1) yields an inequality for the coefficients an in 
11-l (if(z)Y-(/'(O)zY] =n;lanzv+n, ~ 
where f is a univalent analytic function on the unit disk sending 0 to 0. 
We can formulate a generalization of THEOREM 2.1 : 
THEOREM 6.1. Let PEC1([- l, l]) and define functions "n =an[P](n = 1,2, ... ) on [l,oo) by 
()·- n!(n-l)!f(11+2) "n t • - ...!.. 3 
(211+l)n(211+l)n-1'11' 2 f(11+2) 
. 1 v+...!.. 
. t- 1 J P(l-t- 1 (1-x))C~1::..\(x)(l-x 2) 2 dx. 
-1 
Then the functions "n solve (6.1) with initial values 
(l)= n !(n - l)!f(11+2) ~ ...!.. 3 
(211+l)n(211+l}n-J'11' 2 f(11+2} 
I . v+...!.. 
. J P(x)C~1::..\(x)(l-x 2 ) 2 dx. 
-1 
PROOF. Let "n be defined by (6.2). Then 
( )+ -1 , ( )- (211+n)(211+n + 1) ant n tant n(n+l) 
· (an+1(t)-(211+n + l)-1to'n+J(t)] 
n !(n - l)!f(11+~r1 3 f P(l-t-1(1-x)) 
(211+ l)n(211+ l)n-1'11' 2 f(11+2) -1 
= 
d v+...!.. 
· [(l-n-1(1-x) dx)(C~1::..\(x)(l-x 2) 2 ) 
-(1+(211+n+1)- 1(1-x) ~ )(C~+ 1 (x)(l -x2{++ )]dx. 
The expression in brackets vanishes because of [ 5, 10.9(11), (35) ] . D 
Note that 
-t2v+I ~ (t-2von[P])(t)=(an(Q])(t) 
with 
Q(x)=-(I-x)-2v ~((I-x)2v+lp(x)). 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
We might now produce the various special Q which yield the special admissible solutions considered 
in DE BRANGES [4]. These Q would again be spherical functions on spheres restricted to lower dimen-
sional spheres, except that the dimension is now generally fractional, so that the group theoretic 
interpretation is only formal. We might still use group-like arguments about positive definiteness, as 
9 
in [6] , but it is more straightforward to work with explicit "sum of squares" solutions generalizing 
(5.6). However, we will not pursue this line here. 
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